Rayleigh-Taylor-instability experiments with elastic-plastic materials.
A rotating wheel experimental facility was developed to investigate incompressible Rayleigh-Taylor instability in elastic-plastic materials. A soft solid (mayonnaise) was chosen as the elastic-plastic material for experiments; material properties that include shear modulus and yield strength were fully characterized using a vane spindle type rheometer. Initial perturbations of varying amplitudes and wavelengths were generated on the interface of the soft solid using sinusoidal cutting guides. A backlit imaging technique was used in conjunction with a high-speed camera to track the motion of the interface at various phases of the instability. Results for both two- and three-dimensional perturbations were compared to study the acceleration required for instability and the growth after the interface yielded. Exponential growth rates were observed after instability was reached with trends of increasing growth rates for lower initial amplitudes. It was found that the acceleration required for instability increased when initial amplitude and wavelength decreased. Three-dimensional interfaces were found to be more stable. For both cases, a decrease in initial amplitude produced a more stable interface that increased the threshold acceleration required for the instability. Critical amplitude conditions for instability were calculated and compared with various analytical models and other experimental results.